Climate Investment reveals new brand, reflecting its role at the core of climate investing

LONDON, 16 June 2023 – Today, decarbonization investor Climate Investments unveiled its new brand and name, Climate Investment (“CI”), alongside a new website. The new brand reflects the firm’s role as an established, independently managed, specialist decarbonization investor across multiple industry sectors.

Climate Investment is a private markets investor, focused on accelerating capital-efficient pathways to a low carbon economy. Operational since 2017, its team of investment and technical experts have built a portfolio of over 30 outstanding innovations. Climate Investment was founded by members of the Oil & Gas Climate Initiative (“OGCI”). OGCI member companies have invested in Climate Investment funds and deployed many of its portfolio innovations, supporting their early commercial development. Climate Investment manages its investment decision making independently of OGCI members.

The new brand and domain name mean:

- The investor will now be known as Climate Investment (“CI”)
- Climate Investment’s legal name remains OGCI Climate Investments LLP
- A new brand identity is in place
- The website has transitioned to the new brand and can be accessed at www.climateinvestment.com
- The email address domain name for Climate Investment employees is @climateinvestment.com
- The LinkedIn account is now Climate Investment

Pratima Rangarajan, CEO of Climate Investment said: "In the six years that Climate Investment has been operational, we have demonstrated our ability to find, invest in and grow companies with technologies and projects that can deliver the significant emissions reduction impact required in the near-term, across a range of high GHG-emitting sectors. Our new name and brand reflect our ongoing commitment to accelerate capital-efficient decarbonization, while making clear our focus as an independent, specialist investor.”

ENDS
About Climate Investment

Climate Investment (CI) is an independently managed private markets investor focused on capital-efficient industrial decarbonization. It invests in technologies and business models that drive high impact in heavy emitting sectors, targeting opportunities that can deliver scaled, quantified greenhouse gas reduction alongside attractive risk-adjusted returns. The firm seeks to accelerate impact by investing and collaborating widely. It provides early-stage to growth capital for both ventures and project opportunities, and supports its portfolio across its business lifecycle, ensuring that the companies deliver both GHG impact and financial success.

The firm has made over 30 investments across a range of GHG-intensive sectors: energy, industry, built environments and transportation. CI’s portfolio companies offer solutions that avoid, reduce, recycle or store emitted methane or carbon dioxide. The firm reports its portfolio’s quantified GHG impact annually against a methodology it has co-developed with other investors to encourage adoption of common metrics.

Climate Investment was founded by members of the Oil & Gas Climate Initiative. They have invested in Climate Investment funds and deployed many of its portfolio innovations, supporting their early commercial development.
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